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ABSTRACT

1

Emojis can be regarded as a language for graphical expression
of emotions, and have been widely used in social media. They
can express more delicate feelings beyond textual information and
improve the effectiveness of computer-mediated communication.
Recent advances in machine learning make it possible to automatic
compose text messages with emojis. However, the usages of emojis
can be complicated and subtle so that analyzing and predicting
emojis is a challenging problem. In this paper, we first construct a
benchmark dataset of emojis with tweets and systematically investigate emoji usages in terms of tweet content, tweet structure and
user demographics. Inspired by the investigation results, we further
propose a multitask multimodality gated recurrent unit (mmGRU)
model to predict the categories and positions of emojis. The model
leverages not only multimodality information such as text, image
and user demographics, but also the strong correlations between
emoji categories and their positions. Our experimental results show
that the proposed method can significantly improve the accuracy
for predicting emojis for tweets (+9.0% in F1-value for category and
+4.6% in F1-value for position). Based on the experimental results,
we further conduct a series of case studies to unveil how emojis
are used in social media.

Emojis have been widely used in social networks to express more
delicate feelings beyond textual information and make computermediated communication more effective. Vulture’s Lindsey Weber,
who co-curated the “Emoji” art show1 , says that she use emojis in
personal emails all the time, because she feel like she is softening the
email. According to the study in Instagram[4], emojis are present
in up to 40% of online messages in many countries. For example,
“Face with Tears of Joy”, an emoji that means the person has an
extremely good mood, is regarded as the 2015 word of the year by
The Oxford Dictionary.
Since most people have experiences in using emojis for posting
tweets, the problem of automatically generating emojis becomes
interesting and useful for online users. Existing works usually study
emoji usages based on textual information. [8] uses Affective Trajectory Model for emoji category recommendation based on textual
information. [16] analyzes the emotion of the textual information
published by users and proposes an emoji recommendation method
based on the emotive statements of users and their past selections
of emojis. However, whether there are regularities or norms in
the choices of emojis and what information is related to them are
still open problems, which make the problem of generating emojis
challenging.
The usages of emojis depend on many complex factors. Since
emojis are an integral part of tweets and play an important role in
expressing emotion, the choices of emojis are mainly affected by the
following factors: 1) Tweet content. Not only textual information,
but also visual information can enrich the expression of emotion for
tweets. How can the multimodality information affect the choices of
emojis? 2) Tweet structure. Different emojis may appear at different
positions in tweets. Whether there are correlations between the
categories and positions of emojis has not yet been confirmed. 3)
User demographics. Different users may have different habits on
using emojis. How can user demographics such as geographica
region information influence assigning emojis?
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Figure 1: Overview of the Proposed Emoji Prediction Method. Far-left: Example tweets from Twitter. Mid-left: Textual, visual
and user demographic features. Mid-right: The mmGRU model. Far-right: Predictions results.
In this paper, we first construct a benchmark dataset of emojis
from Twitter. It contains 164,880 tweets of the 35 most frequently
used emojis. Using the dataset, we systematically study emoji usages with tweet content, tweet structure and user demographics and
obtain a series of data-driven observations. Inspired by the observations, we propose a multitask multimodality gated recurrent unit
(mmGRU) model (Figure 1) to quantitatively study the correlations
between emojis and the above three aspects. The multimodality
function is used to incorporate multimodality information such
as text, image, and user demographics, while the multitask framework contributes to leveraging the strong correlations between
emoji categories and their positions for improving the performance
of both tasks. We apply the proposed model to predict the emoji
categories and positions of online tweets in our dataset. Our experimental results show that our model can significantly improve the
prediction performance of emoji category by +9.0% in F1-value and
emoji position by +4.6% in F1-value, on the average, compared with
several alternative baselines. Based on the experimental results, we
further conduct a series of case studies to reveal how emojis are
used in social media.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We construct a large-scale benchmark dataset for emoji
prediction in terms of emoji categories and positions. Each
tweet in our dataset contains both textual, visual and the
user demographic information. We release the dataset and
related information upon the publication of this work2 .
• We investigate the correlation between emoji usages and
three key aspects. We then propose an mmGRU model to
predict the categories and positions of emojis. Our experimental results validate the rationality and effectiveness of
the proposed mmGRU model.
• We unveil several interesting findings based on our data,
method and experiments, including: 1) users in different geographic regions have different diversity in emoji selection;
2) users in different regions have different understanding on
the emotions of the same emojis; 3) emojis in different shapes
(i.e. heart shape or face shape) tend to appear at different
positions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we
introduce the related work in section 2. We then define several

notations and formulate the learning tasks in section 3 and discuss
data observation in section 4. Next, we describe the proposed emoji
prediction method in section 5. Experiments are given in section 6
and section 7 concludes this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Social emotion analysis. People often use emojis to express emotions. Research on emotion analysis or prediction has been discussed in many works. [1, 20] describe sentiment analysis methods
using textual and visual contents. [21] proposes a new neighborhood classier based on the similarity of two instances described
by the fusion of textual and visual features. Recent years, studies
have found that user demographics can also help for sentiment
analysis for online users. [18] studies the influence of user demographics on image sentiment analysis. [19] combines the textual,
visual and the social information of users and propose a user-level
emotion prediction method. The above works reveal that adopting
multimodality information and user demographics can improve
personalized emotion prediction.
Emoji Usages and Recommendation. Traditional works usually study emoji usages through two aspects: treat emojis as sentimental labels, and recommend emojis with textual information.
For sentiment analysis, [22] divides emojis into four kinds of emotions and then uses them to study emotion changes of online users.
[15] studies the multilingual sentiment analysis using emojis and
keywords. [11] labels the sentiment scores of emojis. [6] builds an
emoji space model for sentiment analysis. [10] studies the sentiment and semantic misconstrue of emojis on different platforms.
[5] studies the intentions and sentiment effects of using emojis
during communications. While for emoji recommendation, [8] uses
Affective Trajectory Model for emoji category recommendation
based on textual information. [16] analyzes the emotion of the textual information and proposes an emoji recommendation method
based on the emotive statements of users and their past selections
of emojis. The above works construct their recommendation methods mainly using textual information and ignore the complexity
of emoji usages such as tweet structure and users’ personalized
information.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

To formulate our problem, we first define some notations.

2 http://emoticonprediction.droppages.com/
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(a) Regions and Emoji Categories

(b) Emoji Categories and Positions

(c) Regions and Emoji Positions

Figure 2: Observations on the following aspects: (a) Correlation between regions and emoji categories. X-axis represents the
seven typical regions and the average. Y-axis represents the ratio of the emojis. The legend represents the top-10 frequently
used emojis. (b) Correlations between emoji categories and positions. (c) Correlations between regions and emoji positions.
Table 1: User number of the select regions
Definition 1. Emoji category and position. The emoji category
of a tweet is denoted as Ci , i ∈ [0, C), where C is the number of emoji
Region
America England
China Netherlands
categories. As for the emoji position, we define two representations:
User number
30, 361
4, 763
3, 348
2, 978
fine-grained position and coarse-grained position. The fine-grained
Region
Brazil
Thailand France
position of a tweet is denoted as F Pi , i ∈ [0, P), where P is the
User number
2, 410
1, 423
760
max length of the tweets. The coarse-grained position of a tweet is
denoted as CPi , i ∈ [0, 3), where CP0 , CP 1 , CP 2 represent the start,
4 DATA-BASED OBSERVATIONS
middle and end positions.
The choices of emoji categories and positions depend on a numDefinition 2. mmGRU network. The mmGRU network is deber of complex factors, such as tweet content, tweet structure and
noted as G = (X, V, U), where X is l × d attribute matrix, each row
user demographics. Since people use emojis as the direct refleccorresponds to a tweet and each column represents one dimension
tion on tweet contents, we mainly focus on obtaining a series of
of the textual features. V is l × e attribute matrix, each row correobservations to further reveal whether tweet structure and user
sponds to a tweet and each column represents one dimension of the
demographics have influences on emoji usage.
visual features. U is l × f attribute matrix, each row corresponds
To obtain the observations, we first construct a benchmark emoji
to a tweet and each column represents one dimension of the user
dataset from Twitter which contains 164,880 tweets of the 35 mostdemographic features. l represents the number of tweets and d, e, f
frequently used (0.62%-15.7%) emojis for experimental analysis.
represent the dimensions of each feature, respectively.
Each tweet contains textual, visual, user demographic information
Problem 1. Learning Task. The problem we focus on is to preand only one emoji. For each of the selected emojis, there are more
dict an emoji for a tweet and a suitable position to put it in. We use
than 1,000 tweets.
a multitask multimodality gated recurrent unit (mmGRU) model
G 1 to learn a prediction function f 1 to predict the emoji category
4.1 Observations on Emoji Categories and
and coarse-grained position of every tweet, and a multimodality
Positions
gated recurrent unit model G 2 to learn a prediction function f 2 to
Figure 2(b) shows the correlation between the top 10 frequently
predict the fine-grained position of every tweet, defined as:
used emojis and their probabilities of appearing at different positions. The average position ranges from 0 (the beginning of the
tweets) to 1 (the end of the tweets). The three rows represent the
f 1 : G 1 = (X, V, U) → C and CP
(1)
percentage of emojis that appeared at the start, middle and end of
f 2 : G 2 = (X, V, U, CP) → FP
the tweets.
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On the average, 70% of the emojis are used at the end of the tweets
and only 2.6% are used at the beginning of the tweets. “Heart Suit"
and “Red Heart" are more likely to be used in the front part of the
tweets. Comparing with other emojis, “Raising Hands" and “Face
with Tears of Joy" are more likely to be used at the end of tweets.

4.2

Observations on Users’ Demographics and
Their Choices of Emojis

Cultural background will affect the habit of using emojis. Geographic region information has a great influence on the cultural
background of users. Therefore, we take region information as an
example to represent the demographics.
Category. We select seven regions that with the largest number
of users which are shown in Table 1. The selected regions are
America, China, England, France, Netherlands, Brazil and Thailand.
Figure 2(a) shows the correlation between the regions and the top
10 frequently used emojis. We find that people in different regions
have their preferred emojis. For example, “Heart Suit", which is used
in card games for the heart suit, is more likely to be used by users
in France, Brazil, and Thailand but rarely by the users in America.
“Red Heart", which looks like “Heart Suit", is used for expressions
of love according to the explanation in Emojipedia3 . This emoji is
more popular in Brazil and less popular in China. Users in America,
China and Nederlands are more likely to use “Loudly Crying Face",
while users in France almost never use that emoji, which means
that users in France rarely share their pessimistic emotion online.
The region closest to the average (emoji distributions for all users)
is Netherlands.
Position. Figure 2(c) shows the correlations between the regions
and positions of emojis. We count the percentage of emojis that
appeared at the start, middle and end of the tweets and the average
emoji position for every region. Users in Brazil and Thailand are
more likely to employ emojis in the front part of the tweets. Users
in America and China are more likely to employ emojis at the end
of tweets, and Chinese users barely employ emojis at the start of
tweets.

Figure 3: One slice of the proposed mmGRU model for position prediction
user demographics, while the multitask framework helps leverage
the strong correlation between emoji categories and their positions
to improve the performance of both tasks.
An overview of the proposed method for emoji prediction is
shown in Figure 1. In the first step, we extract the textual, visual and
the user demographic features from a tweet. Then, the three kinds
of features are sent into the proposed mmGRU model to learn an
output representation. Next, we use a softmax classifier to obtain the
predicted results of emoji categories and coarse-grained positions
together according to the their correlation as mentioned in section 4.
As for fine-grained position, we use another softmax classifier and
the results of coarse-grained position to get the predicted results.
Finally, we can obtain the target emojis and their positions in the
raw tweets based on the well-trained model.

5.1

Summarization. The observations can be summarized as follows:
• There exists correlation between emoji categories and positions. In particular, most of the emojis are mainly used at
the end of the tweets and some are more likely to be used in
the front and the middle part of the tweets, such as “Heart
Suit" and “Red Heart".
• Regional culture can affect the users’ habits of using emojis,
which suggests that demographics such as region information should be considered to improve emoji prediction.

5

Model structure

We explain our model in Figure 3. The rectangular box represents
a cell of GRU. Compared with LSTM cell, it only contains two gates:
a reset gate and an update gate. The reset gate determines how to
combine the new input with the previous memory, and the update
gate defines how much of the previous memory to keep around.
The equations of the GRU cell are as follows:
r t = σ (Wx r x t + Whr ht −1 )
zt = σ (Wx z x t + Whz ht −1 )
het = tanh (Wx r x t + Who ht −1 )

(2)

ht = (1 − zt ) ⊙ ht −1 + zt ⊙ het

PROPOSED METHOD

where r t is the reset vector, zt is the update vector, het is the candidate output vector, ht is the output vector, Wx r ,Whr ,Wx z ,Whz are
the weight matrix parameters, σ is the sigmoid function and tanh
is a hyperbolic tangent.
For textual features X = x i , i ∈ [1, t], we use word embedding
method4 to convert the one-hot features into low-dimensional vece = xei , i ∈ [1, t].
tors. Then we get the input vectors X

Inspired by the observations, we propose a multitask multimodality gated recurrent unit (mmGRU) model to quantitatively describe
the correlations between emojis and tweet content, tweet structure,
user demographics. We use GRU[3] as the framework because it
can overcome the problem of gradient vanishing compared with recurrent neural network (RNN). The multimodality function is used
to incorporate multimodality information such as text, image and

4 embedding_lookup

3 https://emojipedia.org/
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Algorithm 1 mmGRU Model for Category and Coarse-grained
Position
Input: I = {X, V, U}, a preprocessed feature matrix.
fc , bec }, the parameter
Output: Final parameter θ 1 = {Wcp , bcp , W
after the training process.
1: Initialize model parameters θ 1 , α 1
2: repeat
3:
Wcp = Wcp − α 1 δWδ J1 (Wcp , bcp )

For visual features and user demographic features, we use the
joint learning method proposed in [17]. We use Wv and bv to convert the visual features V and user demographic features U into
textual feature space. After the new vector is learned, we treat it as
the initial state of the model before we input each word in every
tweet, which means we send the image into the model at time 0.
We combine the vector xe0 with the textual features xei , i ∈ [1, t] we
get from the embedding layer.
xe0 = Wv (V + U) + bv

cp

(3)

4:

where Wv is the weight matrices and bv is the bias vector.
The hidden layer is composed of a bidirectional GRU (BI-GRU)
hidden layer, which is used for building output vectors yi , i ∈ [0, t]
of input features.

5:

y0 , y1 , · · · , yt = BI − GRU (xe0 , xe1 , · · · , xet )

6:
7:
8:

(4)

We use max pooling operation to convert the output vectors
yi , i ∈ [0, t] into the final output vector o.
o = MaxPoolinд (y0 , y1 , · · · , yt )

bcp = bcp − α 1 δ bδ J1 (Wcp , bcp )
cp

fc = W
fc − α 1 δ J1 (W
fc , bec )
W
g
δ Wc

fc , bec )
bec = bec − α 1 δf J1 (W
δ bc

until convergence
return θ 1

Algorithm 2 mmGRU Model for Fine-grained Position
Input: I = {X, V, U, CP}, a preprocessed feature matrix.
Output: Final parameter θ 2 = {Wf p , bf p }, the parameter after the
training process.
1: Initialize model parameters θ 2 , α 2
2: repeat
3:
Wf p = Wf p − α 2 δWδ J2 (Wf p , bf p )

(5)

We use a linear translation and softmax regression to gain the
probability distribution of categories and coarse-grained positions.
Then we use the results of coarse-grained position to calculate the
probability distribution of fine-grained positions.

fp

ocs = Wc × o + bc

4:

exp(ocs i )
pci = ÍC
, i ∈ [0, C)
s
n=1 exp(oc n )

(6)

5:
6:

bf p = bf p − α 2 δ bδ J2 (Wf p , bf p )
fp
until convergence
return θ 2

s
ocp
= Wcp × (o + pc ) + bcp
s )
exp(ocp
i
, i ∈ [0, 3)
pcpi = ÍC
s
n=1 exp(ocp )

(7)

classifier-to-neural network feedback and feeds back into the input
word vector layer.

n

fcs = W
fc × (o + pcp ) + bec
o

fc , bec ,Wcp , bcp )
θ 1 ∗ = arg min J1 (W

fcs )
exp(o
i
, i ∈ [0, C)
pf
ci = ÍC
fcs )
exp(
o
n
n=1

θ1

(8)

∗

θ 2 = arg min J2 (Wf p , bf p )

osf p = Wf p × (o + pcp ) + bf p
pf pi =

exp(osf p )
i
,i
ÍC
s
n=1 exp(of p n )

∈ [0, P)

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Setup

(9)

Data set. We use the dataset collected in section 4. It contains
164,880 Twitter tweets. And each tweet contains textual, visual,
regional information and an emoji belongs to the 35 most frequently
used emojis. The dataset is collected from the raw dataset that
mentioned in [13], which is streamed from Twitter API using a set
of keywords related to YouTube and its videos. For the experimental
setup, we design a prediction task for the select 35 emojis and their
positions in tweets.
Comparison methods. We conduct performance comparison
experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. We select five methods as follows: Random selection, Logistic Regression
(LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Deep Neural Network (DNN),
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and the proposed model.
• Random. We adopt the random selection method as the
first baseline method. The results of this method are equal
to the max proportion of all the prediction choices.

where pf
ci /pcpi /p f pi is the probability for the i-th category/ coarsegrained position/ fine-grained position. pci is intermediate results
s ,o
fcs , os are the
for category. C is the number of categories. ocs , ocp
fp
output vectors after linear translation. Wc , bc , Wcp , bcp , Wf p , bf p ,
fc and bec are the parameters of softmax regression that need to
W
be learned.

5.2

(10)

θ2

Model learning

. As for category and coarse-grained position, we calculate the
loss function by incorporating the loss values of both two prediction
tasks and train to minimize the value of the loss function J1 . As for
the fine-grained position, we calculate the loss function J2 alone.
The training process uses Adam optimization [7] to perform the
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(a) Top-5 Accuracy : C

(b) Top-5 Accuracy : FP

(c) Feature Contribution : C

(d) Feature Contribution : FP

(e) Effects of c (cell layer)

(f) Effects of d (dropout rate)

(g) Effects of h (hidden size)

(h) Effects of b (batch size)

Figure 4: Experimental results: (a) top-5 accuracy of category; (b) top-5 accuracy of fine-grain position; (c) feature contribution
analysis of category; (d) feature contribution analysis of fine-grain position; (e) effects of the cell layer number; (f) effects of
the dropout rate; (g) effects of the number of hidden states; (h) effects of the batch size.
• LR. Logistic regression is commonly used in classification
problems. Here we use the scikit-learn [12] implementation
to build our baseline method.
• SVM. SVM is a frequently-used method of solving classification problems. Here we use LIBSVM5 to build it.
• DNN. It has been proved that DNN can achieve good performance in multimodality classification [9]. We use the DNN
model it mentioned as the baseline method in our experiments.
• GRU. Basic GRU model[2] that trains emoji categories and
positions separately.
• The proposed method. The mmGRU method we propose
in this paper.
Metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the category and position
prediction performance, we use micro Precision, Recall and F1value6 as metrics, which are calculated by the weighted average
method. Because our goal is a multi-classification problem. We also
provide Top-k accuracy as another metric for category prediction
performance.
We implement, train and evaluate our method on Tensorflow7 .
We perform five-fold cross validation to obtain the average prediction performance.

6.2

with 19 layers which is designed for feature extraction tasks and
classification tasks of images. We choose the second to the last
layer as the feature representation since it can represent the global
information of the images. Then we obtain a vector with 4,096
dimensions from each picture as the visual features.
User Demographic Features. Considering the users’ privacy,
we only choose region information as an example of the user demographic features in our experiments. We collect the region features
such as the country information of the users from every tweet and
then transform them into one-hot vectors.

6.3

Performance analysis. First, we aim to validate if our model is
effective for the prediction tasks. We compare the proposed model
with several baseline methods.
Table 2 lists the average prediction results of the mentioned
models. The proposed mmGRU model clearly shows the best performance than other models. In terms of F1-value for category, our
model achieves 14.4% improvement compared with LR, 13.3% improvement compared with SVM, 7.5% improvement compared with
DNN and 0.8% improvement compared with GRU. As for coarsegrained (fine-grained) position, our model achieves 6.6% (7.9%)
improvement compared with LR, 5.0% (6.7%) improvement compared with SVM, 3.2% (5.9%) improvement compared with DNN
and 0.8% (0.9%) improvement compared with GRU on average. We
use T-test8 to confirm if there is a significant difference between
our method and the baseline methods. The results show that the
P-value9 is less than 0.05, which means our method has a significant improvement over baseline methods. Specifically, we list the
F1-value of the top 10 mostly used emojis in Table 3. The results
show that our model can achieve the best performance of most
emojis. All of the above experiments confirm that the multimodal

Feature Extraction

Textual Features. First, we load the words of the Twitter corpus
and translate each word into a one-hot vector. Then we replace
the words that appeared less than 5 times with a symbol called
“<rare>”. Next we formulate all tweets into the same length by
adding a symbol called “<blank>” to the end of tweets.
Visual Features. We use VGG-19 [14] to help build our visual
feature representations. VGG-19 is a deep convolutional network
5A

Results and Analysis

library for SVM designed by Chang and Lin

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F1_score

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_significance

7 www.tensorflow.org

9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-value
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Table 2: Comparison of results using different models
Metrics
Random
LR
SVM
DNN
GRU
mmGRU

Category
Precision Recall F1-score
0.157
0.157
0.157
0.321
0.316
0.235
0.325
0.326
0.246
0.354
0.379
0.304
0.375
0.390
0.371
0.380
0.402
0.379

C-Position
F1-score
0.700
0.785
0.801
0.819
0.843
0.851

demographic feature (+0.4% in F1-value) for category prediction. On
the contrary, user demographic feature (+1.5% in F1-value) achieves
greater contribution than visual feature (+0.9% in F1-value) for position prediction. The above results verify the effectiveness of the
multimodal features and the multimodal function of our mmGRU
model.
Parameter sensitivity analysis. We conduct experiments for
parameter adjustment in our training process. We show how the
changes of parameters in mmGRU affect the performance of emoji
category prediction by comparing the average performance in fivefold cross validation.
• Cell layer, the number of cell layers. Visualized in Figure
4(e), as the number of layers in mmGRU increases, the performance turns better at first and then declines. The performance achieves the highest value when the number of layers
is 2.
• Dropout rate, the dropout probability of the input. Figure 4(f)
shows the performance of the dropout rate. As the dropout
rate increases, the performance turns also better at first and
then declines. The performance achieves the highest value
when the dropout rate is 0.5.
• Hidden size, the number of the hidden states. Figure 4(g)
shows the performance of it. The performance achieves the
highest value when the hidden size is 100.
• Batch size. The performance shown in Figure 4(h) illustrates
that when batch size is 64, the performance achieves the
highest value.
Based on the parameter sensitivity analysis, we select the final
parameters as follows: In the cell of GRU, we adopt two cell layers.
The batch size is 64, dropout rate is 0.5 and hidden size is 100. Our
experiments are conducted on a X64 machine with K80 GPU and
128G RAM.

F-Position
F1-score
0.700
0.742
0.754
0.762
0.812
0.821

Table 3: Category performance on the top 10 frequently used
emojis (in terms of F1-value)
Emoji

Random

LR

SVM

DNN

GRU

mmGRU

0.157

0.699

0.697

0.702

0.724

0.730

0.141

0.412

0.427

0.448

0.524

0.530

0.114

0.268

0.296

0.348

0.479

0.465

0.060

0.349

0.361

0.415

0.457

0.487

0.049

0.210

0.255

0.265

0.360

0.328

0.040

0.078

0.086

0.189

0.285

0.282

0.038

0.030

0.034

0.077

0.195

0.202

0.034

0.074

0.075

0.243

0.360

0.368

0.033

0.022

0.056

0.238

0.308

0.342

0.031

0.022

0.039

0.148

0.245

0.255

multitask framework and the GRU network are effective in modeling emoji usage. We also notice that for “Red Heart”, “Two Hearts”
and “Loudly Crying Face”, the performance of our model are worse
than the performance of GRU model. It is probably because the
correlation between the categories and positions of these emojis
are not significant.
Meanwhile, considering emoji recommendation, top-k most likely
emojis are very useful results. We also design an experiment of
top-k accuracy metrics. In our task, the top-k emojis are selected by
the probability distribution of emojis in the prediction results. We
set k to 1, 3, 5, and compare our method with DNN and GRU, which
achieves better performance than the other three baseline methods.
As Figure 4(a) shows, our method achieves 11.7% improvement compared with DNN, 2.1% improvement compared with GRU and reach
an accuracy of 66.1% for top-5 emoji category recommendation. As
Figure 4(b) shows, our method achieves 2.7% improvement compared with DNN, 0.6% improvement compared with GRU and reach
an accuracy of 95.4% for top-5 emoji position recommendation.
Feature contribution analysis. In our work, we utilize the textual, visual and user demographic features and send them into an
mmGRU model for emoji prediction tasks. To investigate whether
these features benefit the prediction tasks, we investigate the contributions of every kind of feature. Every time, we take each of
the features out from the primitive model while keeping the other
features and then examine the performance.
Figure 4(c) and 4(d) shows the category and fine-grained position
performance of different feature combinations. The model involving all factors achieves the best performance both in category and
fine-grained position. Textual features achieve the most contribution (+23.5% in F1-value for category and +20.3% in F1-value for
position) among all features. For the last two kind of features, visual
feature (+0.7% in F1-value) achieves greater contribution than user

6.4

Case Study

In this part, we would like to give three interesting case studies
of our data, method and experiments in Figure 5.
People in different regions have different diversity in emoji
selection. We find that the accuracy of the predictions is different
in different regions, indicating that people in different regions have
different diversity in emoji selection. Users in Brazil are the most
consistent in using emojis while users in China are the most diverse
in using emojis.
Users in different regions have different understandings
on the emotions of the same emojis. “Face with Tears of Joy”
has both positive or negative meanings. We analyze the expressions
of positive, negative and neutral emotions of this emoji in different
regions by calculating the sentiments (the composition of positive,
neutral and negative emotion and the sentiment score)10 of textual
information in tweets. It shows that Brazilians prefer to express
their positive emotions with it while French prefer to express their
negative emotions with it.
Emojis in different shapes (i.e. heart shape or face shape)
tend to appear at different positions. Heart emojis are more
likely to appear in the middle of the sentences, while face emojis
are more likely to appear at the end of the sentences. It shows
10 http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.sentiment.html
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Figure 5: Three interesting case studies of our data, method
and experiments. Top: prediction accuracy of different regions. Middle: sentiment understanding of “Face with Tears
of Joy” in different regions. Bottom: distributions of positions on face emojis and heart emojis.
that heart emojis are often used to express the emotions locally in
the sentence, while the face emojis are often used to enhance the
emotions of the sentence globally.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examine the correlation between emoji usages and
tweet content, tweet structure, user demographics. We then propose
an mmGRU model for predicting emoji categories and positions
motivated by the observations. The multimodality function is used
to incorporate multimodality information such as text, image, and
user demographics, while the multitask framework helps leveraging
the strong correlation between emoji categories and their positions
for improving the performance of both tasks. Extensive experiments
have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method. The goal of
our work is to generate reasonable emojis for the input of online
users which can make the delivery of semantics more accurate
and make computer-mediated communication more effective. Our
work has many concrete applications, including improving userto-user as well as user-to-chatbot interactions in social networks
by building emoji recommendation systems or designing emoji
input methods for online users. We plan to release the benchmark
emoji-labeled dataset to facilitate more research in this area.
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